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Abstract In sparse light splitting all-opticalWDM net-
works, the more destinations a light-tree can accom-
modate, the fewer light-trees and wavelengths a multi-
cast session will require. In this article, a Hypo-Steiner
Light-tree algorithm (HSLT) is proposed to construct a
HSLT light-tree to include as many destinations as pos-
sible. The upper bound cost of the light-trees built by
HSLT is given as N(N − 1)/2, where N is the number
of nodes in the network. The analytical model proves
that, under the same condition, more destinations could
be held in a HSLT light-tree than a Member-Only [1]
light-tree. Extensive simulations not only validate the
proof but also show that the proposed heuristic out-
performs the existing multicast routing algorithms by
a large margin in terms of link stress, throughput, and
efficiency of wavelength usage.
Keywords All-optical WDM Networks · Multicast ·
Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) · Sparse
Light Splitting · Light-tree · Hypo-Steiner Heuristic
1 Introduction
With the increasing popularity of bandwidth-driven and
time sensitive applications (like Video-Conference, HTDV
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and Video On Demand), all-optical WDM networks for
the Next Generation Internet (NGI) need to provide
multicast services with high throughput and small la-
tency [2]. In order to support multicast in WDM net-
works, a light-tree concept was proposed in [3], which is
a tree in the physical topology and occupies the same
wavelength over all the fiber links in the tree. It has
been found to provide substantial savings in the network-
wide average packet hop distance and the total num-
ber of transceivers in the networks [4]. However, due
to the physical constraints and characteristics in all-
optical WDM networks, multicast routing is a chal-
lenging work. First, in the absence of any wavelength
conversion device, the same wavelength should be em-
ployed over the light-tree, which is referred as the wave-
length continuity constraint [4]. Meanwhile, two or more
light-trees traversing the same fiber link must be as-
signed different wavelengths, so that they do not in-
terfere with one another, which is referred as the dis-
tinct wavelength constraint [4]. In addition, since all-
optical multicast has to distribute packets in the optical
domain, branching nodes (or switch nodes) in a light-
tree is required to be equipped with light splitters. By
employing the light splitting capability, the branching
node is able to replicate the incoming packets in the
optical domain and forward them to all the required
outgoing ports. Usually, a node capable of light split-
ting is named as a Multicast Capable node (MC) [8].
Otherwise, it is a Multicast Incapable node (MI) [8].
Typically, the network nodes at least possess of the Tap
and Continue (TaC [5]) capability to tap into the light
signal for local consumption and forward it to only one
outgoing port. From the point of optical energy budget,
a light splitter reduces the power level of a light signal
by a factor equal to the number of optical copies. The
reduction of power should be compensated by inter-
2nal active amplifiers like erbium-doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA) [6], which, however, introduce many problems
such as Gain Dispersion, Gain Saturation and Noise [7].
Consequently, the complex architectures along with the
high-cost of optical amplification make MC nodes much
more expensive than the MI nodes. That is why only
a subset of nodes in the WDM networks support light
splitting, which is characterized as sparse light split-
ting [8].
Multicast routing in sparse light splitting WDM net-
works mainly involves two subproblems: light-tree con-
struction and wavelength assignment. The first sub-
problem is to build a light-tree to include destinations
in a multicast session under the degree limitation of
MI nodes. Since the MI nodes cannot be a branching
node in a light-tree, one light-tree may not be enough
to include all the destinations in the multicast session
and several ones may be required, which thus forms a
light-forest [1]. In a light-tree, generally, one emitter
of the source node transmits light signals on only one
wavelength to the spanned destinations. In case that
the source node can not split, several emitters are de-
ployed to deliver light signals through different outgo-
ing ports while using the same wavelength. Typically,
by employing iterative light-tree formation algorithms
like Member-Only [1], the set of light-trees computed
for the same multicast session are not edge disjoint.
Referring to the wavelength distinct constraint [4], the
maximum number of wavelengths required per fiber by
a multicast session equals to the number of light-trees
constructed for this multicast session. Given a multicast
group, the more destinations a light-tree is able to span,
the fewer wavelengths will be needed. A lot of research
has addressed the light-tree formation algorithms [1,7,
9,13,14,17]. In [9], a QoS routing algorithm is proposed
to construct a light-tree with delay constraint and the
cost approximation of light-tree is given. However, all
the nodes are assumed to be capable of splitting this is
why only one light-tree is required. In [1] the Reroute-
to-Source algorithm proposes to make use of the short-
est path tree from the source to all the destinations.
Since the non-splitter MI nodes are not considered dur-
ing the construction of the light-trees, the nodes con-
nected to a MI node have to use different wavelengths
to communicate with the source. Thereby, the number
of destinations included in a light-tree is limited, and
this is costly in terms of link stress (i.e., the maximum
number of wavelengths required per fiber) and the to-
tal cost (i.e., the total wavelength channels used for a
multicast session). In [7] a Tabu search heuristic is ad-
dressed to find the optimal light-tree. As we know Tabu
search is just a local search method, the result depends
a lot on the initial solution, and hence the number of
destinations included in one light-tree cannot be guar-
anteed. Besides, Tabu search is not time efficient for
dynamic multicast traffic. The Member-Only algorithm
proposed in [1] takes the splitting capability of nodes
into account when constructing a light-tree. It is cur-
rently thought to have the best link stress and total cost
for multicast routing in all-optical networks with spare
light splitting and without wavelength conversion. How-
ever, Member-Only is just a simple application of the
Minimum Path Heuristic [10], which uses exclusively
the shortest path to connect the nearest destination to
a light-tree. It may face failures (Figs. 2 and 3), since a
shortest path is more likely to traverse Tac-exhausted
MI nodes (i.e., a non-leaf MI nodes in a light-tree un-
der construction), which is not permitted by the light
splitting constraint. In fact, in case the shortest path
does not work, a longer constraint satisfied path can be
a good choice to connect a destination to the light-tree.
Hence, the number of destinations in a Member-Only
light-tree still could be improved (Fig. 6). In [13], a
trade off is found between the link stress and the av-
erage delay. The DijkstraPro algorithm is proposed to
construct the shortest path tree while taking the sparse
light splitting into consideration. Although the delay is
diminished, the links stress is still a little bigger than
that of Member-Only algorithm. In [17], a distance pri-
ority is introduced during the spanning of multicast
light-trees, which improves the delay of Member-Only
light-trees while keeping almost the same link stress.
In this article, we try to improve the link stress and
the network throughout in all-optical WDM networks
with multicast traffic and sparse light splitting con-
straint. It is assumed that the costly wavelength con-
version devices are not available in our optical networks
and the backward direction of an optical fiber cannot be
used on the same wavelength as its forward. Since the
more destinations a light-tree can hold the fewer wave-
lengths a multicast session will require, we introduce
the Hypo-Steiner Heuristic to include as many desti-
nations as possible in a light-tree for a multicast ses-
sion. By deleting on-leaf MI nodes in the subtree from
the original graph and computing the nearest destina-
tion plus the shortest paths in the modified graph, the
proposed Hypo-Steiner Heuristic is able to easily find
more available paths fulfilling the optical constraints to
connect destinations to the same light-tree. It always
computes the shortest one among the paths satisfying
the constraints, which is the shortest path between two
nodes in the modified graph after deleting. However,
this path is not necessary to be the shortest path be-
tween these two nodes in the original graph. That is
why we call it Hypo-Steiner Heuristic.
3The rest of this article is organized as follows. In
the next Section, multicast routing and wavelength as-
signment problem in sparse light splitting WDM net-
work is formulated and the previous work is reviewed.
Then Hypo-Steiner Heuristic is presented and analyzed
in Section 3. Numerical results are obtained and evalu-
ated through the comparison among the proposed algo-
rithm and the most efficient and state-of-art algorithms
in Section 4. Finally, a conclusion is made in section 5.
2 All-Optical Multicast Routing With Sparse
Light Splitting
2.1 System Model and Problem Description
The sparse light splitting WDM network can be mod-
eled by an undirected graphG(V,E, c,W ). V represents
the vertex-set of G. Each node v ∈ V is deployed to be
either an MI or an MC node beforehand. E represents
the edge-set of G, which corresponds to the fiber links
between the nodes in the network.
V = {v|v =MI or v =MC}
|V | = N, |E| =M (1)
W denotes the number of wavelengths supported in
each fiber link. Each edge e ∈ E is associated with a
cost functions c(e). We define the cost c(e) of each edge
as
c(e) = 1 unit hop− count fiber cost (2)
Function c is additive over the links of a lightpath
LP (u, v) between two end point nodes u and v,
c
(
LP (u, v)
)
=
∑
e∈LP (u,v)
c(e) (3)
We consider a multicast session ms(s,D), which re-
quests for setting up a set of light-trees under optical
constraints (continuous wavelength constraint, distinct
wavelength constraint, sparse light splitting and lack of
wavelength conversion) from the source s to a group of
destinations D simultaneously. Without loss of gener-
ality, assume there are |D| = K destinations in a mul-
ticast session and an iterative light-tree construction
heuristic builds k light-trees LTi(s,Di) in sequence for
ms(s,D), where i ∈ [1, k], and 1 ≤ k ≤ K ≤ N − 1.
Although the ith light-tree LTi(s,Di) may span some
destinations already spanned in the previous light-trees,
Di is used to denote exclusively the set of newly served
destinations in the ith light-tree (these newly served
destinations can not be spanned in the previous light-
trees, the ith light-tree is built to serve them uniquely).
Hence, these k sets Di are disjoint,
∀i, j ∈ [1, k] and i 6= j, Di ∩Dj = Ø (4)
Since all the destinations in D are spanned by k
light-trees, we obtain
D =
k⋃
i=1
Di (5)
Let a positive integer li denote the size of the subset
Di, then we have
∀i ∈ [1, k], |Di| = li ≥ 1
k∑
i=1
li = |D| = K (6)
First, regarding the optimization of network resources,
the total cost (i.e., the total wavelength channels used
for a multicast session) and the link stress (i.e., the
maximum number of wavelengths required per link by
a multicast session) should be minimized. The total cost
of a multicast session can be calculated by the sum of
cost in all the light-trees build for the multicast session.
c
(
ms(s,D)
)
=
k∑
i=1
c
[
LTi(s,Di)
]
=
k∑
i=1
∑
e∈LTi(s,Di)
c(e) (7)
=
k∑
i=1
∑
e∈LTi(s,Di)
1
Since the light-trees for the same multicast session
are not edge-disjoint, they could not be assigned the
same wavelength. For a multicast session, link stress
equals to the number of light-trees k built for the mul-
ticast session.
Stress
(
ms(s,D)
)
= k (8)
Secondly, considering the network throughput, given
W as the number of wavelengths supported in one fiber,
the more multicast sessions can be accepted, the better.
Throughput = Num(accepted sessions)|W (9)
However, not all these parameters could be opti-
mized simultaneously. The main objective in this paper
is trying to build a light-tree, which is able to include
as many destinations as possible for a multicast ses-
sion. Accordingly, the number of light-trees built for a
multicast session will be minimized.
max{|Di| = li} and min{k} (10)
2.2 Member-Only Algorithm
The heuristic considered as the best one is the Member-
Only algorithm which derives from the Minimum Path
4Heuristic [10]. It involves three nodes sets during the
construction of the light-tree. In a subtree LT under
construction,
MC SET : includes source node, MC nodes and the
leaf MI nodes. They may be used to span light-tree LT
and, thus are also called connector nodes in LT .
MI SET : includes only the non-leaf MI nodes, whose
splitting capability is exhausted. Hence, these nodes are
not able to connect a new destination to the subtree LT .
D: includes unserved multicast members which are
neither joined to the current light-tree LT nor to the
previously constructed multicast light-trees.
In Member-Only algorithm, the shortest paths be-
tween all pairs of nodes in the network are computed be-
forehand and stored. The span of the distribution light-
tree LT begins with the source: LT = {s},MI SET =
Ø, MC SET = {s} and D = {all destinations}. At
each step, try to find the nearest destination from d ∈ D
to c ∈MC SET , whose shortest path SP (d, c) does not
involve any node in MI SET . If it is found, SP (d, c) is
added to LT and the sets are updated: d and the MC
nodes are added to MC SET , non-leaf MI nodes are
added to MI SET , and d is removed from D. Other-
wise (i.e., no such constraints-satisfying shortest path
could be found), the current light-tree LT is finished,
and another light-tree assigned a new available wave-
length is started using the same procedure until no des-
tination is left in D.
3 Hypo-Steiner Light-Tree Algorithm
3.1 Hypo-Steiner Heuristic
During the construction of a light-tree LT , non-leaf
MI nodes in LT have exhausted their TaC capability
and could not be used again to connect another des-
tination to the subtree. In other words, these non-leaf
MI nodes are useless for the spanning of the current
light-tree LT . Thus, why do not we delete them from
the graph? At each step, we compute the shortest paths
and the distances from the destinations in set D to the
subtree LT in a new graph, say Gi (generated by delet-
ing all non-leaf MI nodes in LT from the original graph
G). Then, find the nearest destination and join it to the
subtree with the shortest path in Gi. Here, we can see,
it is definitely true that the shortest paths between any
two nodes in the new graph Gi will not traverse any MI
nodes in MI SET . Hence, by computing the shortest
path in the modified graphGi, when searching the near-
est destination to the subtree LT , we need not to check
whether its shortest path to LT (precisely speaking, to
its connector node in MC SET ) satisfies the splitting
Algorithm 1 Hypo-Steiner Light-tree Algorithm
Input: A graph G(V,E, c,W ) and a multicast sessionms(s,D0).
Output: A set of Light-trees LTk(s,Dk) each on a different
wavelength wk for ms(s,D0).
1: k ← 1 {k is the serial number of a light-tree}
2: D ← D0
3: while (D 6= Ø) do
4: i← 1 {i is the serial number of a renewed graph}
5: Gi ← G(V, E, c,W )
6: MC SET ← {s}
7: LTk ← {s}
8: while (SPGi(d, c) 6=∞) do
9: for all (d ∈ D and c ∈MC SET ) do
10: Compute the shortest path SPGi(d, c) in Gi.
11: end for
12: Find the nearest destination d with SPGi (d, c)
13: LTk ← LTk ∪ SPGi(d, c)
14: MC SET ←MC SET∪{MC in SPGi(d, c)}∪{d}
15: if (c is an MI node) then
16: MC SET ←MC SET \ {c}
17: end if
18: D ← D \ {d}
19: Gi+1 ← Gi \ {edges and MI nodes in SPGi(d, c)}
20: i← i+ 1
21: end while
22: Assign wavelength wk to LTk
23: k ← k + 1 {Star a new light-tree LTk+1}
24: end while
constraints or not. The benefits of the Hypo-Steiner
Heuristic are based on the following two observations.
First, Hypo-Steiner Heuristic can enumerate all the
possible shortest paths which are able to connect a des-
tination to the light-tree while respecting constraints.
When using Dijkstra to compute the shortest path from
node di ∈ D to a connector node cj ∈ MC SET ,
only one could be found, although there may be sev-
eral ones. If the useless non-leaf MI nodes are still in
the graph, then the shortest path that traverses a node
in MI SET cannot be avoided in the computation. If,
unfortunately, the founded shortest path from a desti-
nation di to the current subtree LT traverses a node
in MI SET , then di could not be joined to the cur-
rent light-tree LT according to the Member-Only algo-
rithm [1] and consequently a new light-tree on another
wavelength will be needed. However, after deleting all
the useless non-leaf MI nodes and the used edges from
the original graph G, the other shortest path, which
does not involve any node in MI SET , could be defi-
nitely found in the new graph if it exists.
Example 1: In the NSF network of Fig. 1, a mul-
ticast session ms1
(
s : 8, D : (4, 6)
)
request arrives, and
only source s is an MC node. Using Member-Only al-
gorithm, node 4 is firstly connected to node 8 using the
shortest path SP (8−7−5−4). Now,MC SET = {4, 8},
MI SET = {5, 7}. Next, compute the shortest paths
from node 6 to the nodes in MC SET . SP (4− 5 − 6)
5Fig. 1 NSF Network Topology
(a) (b)
Fig. 2 For multicast session ms1, (a) Light-tree built by
Member-Only; (b) Light-tree built using Hypo-Steiner Heuristic.
involves non-leaf MI node 5, so it does not work. If
SP (8−7−5−6) is unfortunately computed out, then a
new tree should be employed to accommodate node 6 as
in Fig. 2(a). But, with the help of Hypo-Steiner Heuris-
tic, node 5 and 7 are deleted from the original graphG1.
Hence, SP (8− 7− 5− 6) (Fig. 2(a)) could be definitely
avoided, and another shortest path SP (8− 10− 11− 6)
(Fig. 2(b)) could be found in the new graph G2, which
does not traverse any node in MI SET .
Secondly, in case that the shortest path does not
work, the Hypo-Steiner Heuristic tries to find a sec-
ond shortest constraint-satisfied path to connect a des-
tination to the light-tree while Member-Only will stop
the spanning of the current light-tree. Only making use
of the shortest path in the original graph, not all the
possible paths satisfying the splitting constraints could
be enumerated by Member-Only algorithm. This is be-
cause that the shortest path from node di ∈ D to a
connector node cj ∈ MC SET in the original graph
is always used to span the subtree. However, most of
these shortest paths involve some nodes in MI SET ,
which are not permitted by the splitting constraint. In
fact, if all the MI nodes and the used edges in LT are
deleted from the graph to get G2, then in the following
step, a secondly shortest path between two nodes (it is
the shortest path in the new graph G2) may be found
by just using Dijkstra’s algorithm. The most important
thing is that it satisfies the light splitting constraint.
Example 2: Assume a multicast session ms2
(
s :
8, D : (9 ∼ 11)
)
is required in the NSF network, where
(a) (b)
Fig. 3 For multicast session ms2, (a) Light-tree built by
Member-Only; (b) Light-tree built using Hypo-Steiner Heuristic.
only node 8 is an MC node. According to the Member-
Only algorithm, node 10 is first added to the subtree,
then node 11. At this moment, MC SET = {8, 11},
MI SET = {10}. Noting that shortest paths SP (8 −
10−12−9), SP (8−10−14−9) and SP (11−10−9) in-
volve non-leaf MI node 10, which belongs to MI SET .
Consequently, node 9 cannot be joined to the current
subtree (using wavelength w0), and a new light-tree on
wavelength w1 should be used as shown in Fig. 3(a).
However, by implementing the Hypo-Steiner Heuristic,
MI node 10, links (8, 10) and (10, 11) are deleted from
graph G1 to get G2. It is interesting to find that the
shortest path SPG2(8− 7− 5− 4− 9) in the new graph
G2 is able to connect node 9 to the current subtree,
which is the shortest constraint-satisfied path between
them. So, only one wavelength w0 is required as shown
in Fig. 3(b).
3.2 Overview of Hypo-Steiner Light-tree Algorithm
Theorem 1 Given MI SET and MC SET for a sub-
tree LT under construction, if ∃ one or several paths
P (d, c) satisfying (a) d ∈ D and c ∈ MC SET , (b)
∀v ∈ P (d, c), v 6∈MI SET , HSLT algorithm is able to
span at least one more destination to LT , and the path
used to connect a destination to LT is the shortest one
among all the existing paths P (d, c).
Proof In order to get a new modified graph Gi, algo-
rithm HSLT deletes all the nodes in MI SET from
the previous graph Gi−1, thus no path in Gi contains
any non-leaf MI node in LT . If condition (b) ∀v ∈
P (d, c), v 6∈MI SET is satisfied, then no node in P (d, c)
will be deleted from the previous graph Gi−1. Thus
the paths P (d, c) will appear in the modified graph Gi.
HSLT computes all the shortest paths from d ∈ D and
c ∈ MC SET in the modified graph Gi. It is evident
that the shortest one among the paths P (d, c) will be
6found. Then the nearest destination is connected to LT
with the shortest path found. After that, HSLT will
continue the span procedure of LT until blocked.
Theorem 2 Member-Only will fail to span another des-
tination in LT , if none of the paths P (d, c) is the short-
est path in the network.
Proof If all the paths P (d, c) satisfying condition (a)
and (b) are not the shortest path in the original topol-
ogy, it means all the shortest paths SP (d, c) with d ∈ D
and c ∈ MC SET in the original graph have the fol-
lowing problem
SP (d, c) ∩MI SET 6= Ø (11)
As a result, Member-Only will block the construction of
the current light-tree LT and continue another one to
serve the destinations left in D (for instance Examples
1 and 2).
Through the above two theorems, we can see, un-
der the same situation, HSLT has a bigger capability to
span more destinations in one light-tree than Member-
Only. This is why a HSLT light-tree is able to serve
more destinations in most cases, especially for the first
built light-tree. Once the number of destinations served
in one light-tree increases, the number of light-trees re-
quired for a given multicast session will decline, which
leads to the decrease of link stress. Since one multicast
session requires fewer wavelengths, for a given number
of wavelengths W supported per fiber link, more mul-
ticast sessions are reasonable likely to be established
simultaneously. This may help to improve the network
throughput in the scenario that the network traffic load
is not too high.
Although many heuristics [1,11,13,16,17] have been
proposed for the construction of light-trees under the
sparse light splitting constraint, none of them discuss
about the cost bound of the light-trees. Since it is NP-
Hard to compute the light-trees with the minimum cost,
the cost bound is an important quality of the light-tress.
Next, we give the cost bound of the HSLT light-tress.
Theorem 3 Given a multicast session ms(s,D), the
total cost of the light-trees built by HSLT algorithm is
bounded to
K = |D| ≤ c
(
ms(s,D)
)
≤
N(N − 1)
2
. (12)
Proof When finishing the first light-tree LT1, the desti-
nations left in D\D1 could not be included in LT1, oth-
erwise we don’t have to span them in a second light-tree.
For the same reason, after the jth light-tree is built, the
destinations left in D\
(⋃j
i=1Di
)
could not be included
in the jth light-tree. Since equation (4), in the jth light-
tree, there are at most N −
∑k
i=j+1 li nodes. Thus the
cost of the jth light-tree complies
c
(
LTj(s,Dj)
)
≤ N − 1−
k∑
i=j+1
li (13)
Then, we obtain the total cost of the set of light-trees
built for multicast session ms(s,D)
c
(
ms(s,D)
)
=
k∑
i=1
c
[
LTi(s,Di)
]
≤
k∑
i=1
(
N − 1−
k∑
i=j+1
li
)
(14)
= k(N − 1)−
k∑
j=1
k∑
i=j+1
li
According to equation (6), it holds that
k∑
i=1
k∑
i=j+1
li ≥
1
2
k(k − 1) (15)
Thus,
c
(
ms(s,D)
)
≤ k(N − 1)−
1
2
k(k − 1)
= −
1
2
[
k −
(
N −
1
2
)]2
+
1
2
(
N −
1
2
)2
(16)
When k = N − 1, we get the following inequality
c
(
ms(s,D)
)
≤
N(N − 1)
2
. (17)
Moreover, in the jth light-tree LTj(s,Dj), there are at
least lj + 1 nodes when the j
th light-tree includes no
other nodes than the source node and the destinations
in set Dj , i.e., LTj(s,Dj) = {s}∪Di. Then, the cost of
LTj(s,Dj) holds
c
(
LTj(s,Dj)
)
≥ lj (18)
Thereby, we obtain the total cost of multicast session
ms(s,D),
c
(
ms(s,D)
)
≥
k∑
j=1
li = K = |D| (19)
3.3 Time Complexity of Hypo-Steiner Light-tree
Algorithm
At every step, a new graph Gi is generated. In order to
find the nearest destination to the subtree built, Dijk-
stra’s algorithm should be used compute all the short-
est paths in the new graph Gi from each destination
7d ∈ D to the connector nodes in MC SET . So, the
time complexity of each step is |D|i × O(Dijkstra),
where |D|i denotes the number of destinations left in
set D at the ith step. There are K = |D| steps in total,
and |D|i = K−i. The most recent worst-case time com-
plexity of Dijkstra is O(NlogN +M) [15]. Therefore,
the overall time complexity is
1
2
K(K+1)×O(Dijkstra) = O
(
K2(NlogN +M)
)
(20)
In fact, if we modify the Dijkstra’s algorithm, the com-
plexity could be reduced a lot. At each iteration, in
order to find the nearest destination in set D, the con-
nector nodes in MC SET could be viewed ensemble as
the source (set their distances to the source as 0), and
thus only one shortest path tree is required in order to
compute the distances and search the nearest destina-
tion. There are K = |D| destinations in one multicast
session, so Dijkstra’s algorithm is only used forK times.
Thus, the time complexity of the proposed algorithm
could be diminished to
K ×O(Dijkstra) = O
(
K(NlogN +M)
)
(21)
4 Simulation And Numerical Results
In this section, we use the simulation to evaluate the av-
erage case performance of the proposed Hypo-Steiner
light-tree (HSLT) algorithm. It is compared with the
existing algorithms like Reroute-to-Source (R2S) and
Member-Only (MO) algorithm [1]. The latter one is cur-
rently shown to provide the best link stress and total
cost.
4.1 Simulation Model and Evaluation Metrics
The USA Longhaul network (28 nodes and 43 links) in
Fig. 4 is employed as platform for the simulation. Both
the members of a multicast group and the MC nodes
are selected uniformly and independently in the topol-
ogy. For each network configuration (given a number
of MC nodes and a group size), 10000 random multi-
cast sessions are generated and the result is the average
of 10000 computations. In the simulation, five perfor-
mance metrics are considered:
– Link Stress. It is the number of wavelengths re-
quired per fiber, which equals to the number of light-
trees k built for a multicast session.
– The number of destinations included in the
first light-tree, with |D1| = l1. In most cases, with
HSLT and MO two light-trees are sufficient to cover
all the group members (Fig. 5). The destinations
served by the second light-tree are always fewer.
Fig. 4 USA Longhaul Network
Thus only the first light-tree can signify the capacity
of spanning destinations.
– Total Cost. It is the wavelength channels used in
all the light-trees built for a multicast sessionms(s,D).
– Throughput. It is the number of multicast sessions
accepted simultaneously for a given W .
– Efficiency of Wavelength Usage. It can be cal-
culated as
Eff(λ) =
1
MW
∑
e∈E
W∑
λ=1
e(λ) (22)
, where e(λ) is defined as the utilization state of
wavelength λ on fiber link e
∀e ∈ E, and λ ∈ [1,W ],
e(λ) =
{
1, if λ is used on link e
0, if λ is available on link e
(23)
And we set W = 20 in our simulation.
4.2 Performance Analysis
The multicast session group size (including the source),
K+1, is set to 7 and 14 respectively, which corresponds
to the group member ratio of 25% and 50%, where
Ratio =
(K + 1)
N
. (24)
First, we compare the quality of different light-trees
built by Reroute-to-Source (R2S), Member-Only (MO)
and HSLT, respectively.
(1) The link stress of the three types of light-trees
is plotted in Fig. 5. HSLT can always get the best link
stress among the three algorithms. If there is no splitter,
the HSLT algorithm is able to save 0.6 and 2.9 wave-
lengths for a multicast session instead of using the other
two algorithms when Ratio=50%. The advantage of a
HSLT light-tree becomes more evident as the group size
grows, while it becomes less significant when the light
splitting ratio grows.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of the Total Cost when (a) groupsize = 7; (b) groupsize = 14 in the USA Longhaul Network
(2) As plotted in Fig. 6(a) when group member Ra-
tio = 25%, HSLT can span up to about 1.5 destina-
tions (1.5/6 = 25%) more than R2S and one destina-
tion (1/6 = 17%) more than MO if there is no splitter.
And as shown in Fig. 6(b) where Ratio = 50%, up to
2.5 (2.5/13 = 19%) and 2 (2/13 = 15%) more destina-
tions could be included by a HSLT light-tree compared
to R2S and MO, respectively. These results indicate
that as the group size grows, more destinations could
be spanned in a HSLT light-tree than that in the light-
trees computed by the other two algorithms. The two
figures also show that the advantage of a HSLT light-
tree becomes significant as the number of MC nodes
decreases.
(3) From the curves plotted in Fig. 7, HSLT has
a slightly lower total cost than MO algorithm, which
was supposed to achieve the best cost of all the current
algorithms.
The above observations can be explained as follows.
When the group size is big, in the modified graph more
destinations could be joined to a HSLT light-tree via a
hypo-shortest path while the other two algorithms can-
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Fig. 8 Comparison of the (a) Throughput; (b) Efficiency of Wavelength Usage in the USA Longhaul Network
not because they use and only use the shortest path in
the original topology. This is why the HSLT algorithm
has a bigger capacity to include more destinations in a
light-tree than the others. However, as the ratio of MC
nodes increases, when building a light-tree, the size of
set MC SET grows while the size of set MI SET re-
duces, thereby leading to the release of light splitting
constraint. Hence, the numbers of destinations included
in these three kinds of light-trees grow until they reach
the same value. Hence, the HSLT light-tree is more ad-
vantageous in sparse light splitting WDM networks. As
far as the link stress, the HSLT algorithm is able to
achieve the best performance; since the more destina-
tions could be spanned in a light-tree, the fewer light-
trees will be required by a multicast session.
Secondly, we investigate the network throughput and
efficiency of wavelength usage when the number of wave-
lengths supported in a fiber link is set toW = 20, group
size K + 1 is a randomly variable uniformly generated
from [3, N ], and the First-Fit [12] wavelengths assign-
ment algorithm is employed. In Fig. 8(a), with the help
of HSLT light-trees, up to 1.6 more multicast sessions
could be accepted in the network, which indicates a
9% improvement of network capacity. And just because
more wavelengths in fiber links could be used to estab-
lish some extra multicast sessions, the HSLT reaches
high to 85% wavelengths usage as shown in Fig. 8(b).
5 Conclusion
Sparse light splitting constraint and the absence of wave-
length converters complicate multicast routing in WDM
mesh networks. To solve the light-trees construction
problem for multicast routing, the Hypo-Steiner Heuris-
tic is introduced to overcome the drawback of Member-
Only algorithm [1], which only makes use of the short-
est path in the original topology to connect a desti-
nation to a light-tree under construction. The Hypo-
Steiner Heuristic always deletes the non-leaf MI nodes
in the light-tree under construction from the topol-
ogy, and searches a hypo-shortest path in the modi-
fied topology. At each step, after the pruning operation,
there is no non-leaf MI node any more in the modified
topology, thus the shortest path found (a hypo short-
est path in the original topology) is always constraints-
satisfied. With the Hypo-Steiner Heuristic, more pos-
sible paths could be found to connect a destination to
the light-tree under construction. That is why more des-
tinations could be spanned in a HSLT light-tree than
Member-Only. This consequently results in the decrease
of link stress, which equals to the number of light-trees
required for a multicast session. Regarding the wave-
length channel cost consumed by per multicast ses-
sion, the total cost of light-trees built by Hypo-Steiner
Heuristic is proved to be upper bounded to N(N−1)/2,
where N is the number of nodes in the network. Ex-
tended simulations are also implemented. The numeric
results not only validate the analysis proof but also
show that the Hypo-Steiner Heuristic is more advan-
tageous than the existing light-tree construction algo-
rithms in sparse light splitting all-optical WDM mesh
Networks.
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